Tomato Towers

The Tomato Tower is 64” tall and provides sturdy support for tomato plants, pole beans, climbing peas and other vegetables. We recommend installing the Tomato Tower at planting time, when the plants are still small, to avoid damaging roots and stems later in the season.

Assembly

Step 1. For ease of installation, loosen the soil to a depth of 8” to 12”, especially in stony or heavy soil.

Step 2. Position the lower half of the Tomato Tower where you want it and press the lower legs firmly into the soil. Place the upper half of the Tower on top of the lower part, guiding the upper receptacles over the short wires at all corners. For greater stability, especially in windy areas, we recommend attaching each Tower to a sturdy stake or anchoring it with optional Earth Staples.

If the powder-coated finished is nicked or scratched, touch it up with exterior paint or polyurethane to prevent rust.